Casualties from landmines and explosive remnants of war: Gender

All casualties by gender in 1999—2018

- Male: 89%
- Female: 11%

Civilian casualties by gender in 1999—2018

- Male civilian: 86%
- Female civilian: 14%

Civilian casualties by age and gender in 1999—2018

- Adult: 56%
- Child: 44%

Female civilian casualties by age in 1999—2018

- Adult: 62%
- Child: 38%

All casualties by survival outcome in 1999—2018

- Injured: 74%
- Killed: 73%

Survival outcome for girl casualties in 1999—2018

- Injured: 76%
- Killed: 24%

Devices causing female casualties in 1999—2018

- Antipersonnel mine: 37%
- Antivehicle mine: 16%
- Improvised mine: 15%
- Other unspecified mine type: 7%
- Other ERW: 6%
- Cluster submunition: 2%
- Unknown mine/ERW item: 18%

Devices causing casualties among boys and men in 1999—2018

Note: all charts refer to data for casualties where the relevant age, gender, or survival outcome was recorded in each case.